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Abstract 
Session Initiation Protocol seems to be the preferred stan-

dard for Voice over IP. In this paper, we consider the limita-
tions of existing SIP conferencing methods and propose a dis-
tributed architecture using Controllers (SIP Proxy Servers) and 
Conference Servers which facilitates the control and media 
handling of a VoIP conference. The Conference Servers are 
designed on the basis of H.323’s Multipoint Processors and 
handle the audio part of the conference. We provide conferenc-
ing messages on SIP that bring these Controllers and Confer-
ence Servers together along with the Clients for scalable con-
ference on the Internet. The schematic of the Proxy Server and 
Conference Server is presented to aid in implementation. We 
also explain the mechanism we use to improve the quality of 
mixed output speech by selecting the streams at the Clients. 

1.   Introduction 
The present day Internet uses the TCP/IP protocol suite that 

uses best effort data delivery. It remains the most widely ac-
cepted and supported protocol for Internetworking across all 
operating systems. Though it was primarily designed and devel-
oped for transport of data, it is now used not only to transport 
data traffic but also for all other types of traffic (like Audio and 
Video) that have different characteristics and requirements. 
Therefore, at present, applications like Internet Telephony do 
not guarantee a minimum acceptable performance. There are a 
few studies that examine the efficiency and quality of packetized 
voice [1]: it is found that due to statistical multiplexing and 
compression schemes, the efficiency in terms of the volume of 
voice traffic can be increased to a large extent. There are also 
some studies about the effects of CODEC [23] and QoS guaran-
tees [1, 12]. 

The next step in the process of merging telephony with the 
Internet is to offer a number of facilities that a telephone net-
work provides. Among them, the conference facility is the most 
important as it connects many Clients on a single call, involves 
mixing their audio streams into a single stream and playing this 
stream at each Client. In its simplest implementation, the band-
width requirement for a conference over the Internet is directly 
proportional to the number of Clients. Thus reducing the band-
width for conferencing while maintaining audio quality is a real 
challenge. 

In implementing a conference, the issues to be considered 
are: (a) packet delay, (b) echo, (c) decide the number of Clients 

that can be speaking simultaneously without degrading voice 
quality, (d) automatic selection of participating Clients, (e) mix 
audio from the selected Clients, (f) handle Clients not capable of 
mixing audio streams (“dumb Clients”), (g) play mixed audio at 
each Client. 

The reasons for popularity of audio or video conferencing on 
the Internet are dealt with in detail in [24], whereas the advan-
tages of audio and video conferencing have been thoroughly 
explored in [3] and [4]. This paper is devoted to the techniques 
of building conferencing applications on the Internet, exploring 
their architecture and messages. There are two standards for 
Voice over IP (VoIP) or Internet telephony: ITU-T’s H.323 [9] 
and IETF’s Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [20]. There are 
many works [25] to consider possible interworking implementa-
tions of these standards. Though there are many applications, 
protocol stacks and installations of H.323 [8, 13], the SIP stan-
dard is now in much discussion and seems to be the most 
sought-after protocol for implementation.  

The novelty of this paper is putting all the bits of design in-
formation that are proposed in many Internet drafts and the pro-
posed H.323 recommendations for a Multipoint Processor  (MP) 
together to come up with a distributed architecture for an effi-
cient implementation of an audio conferencing system. Distrib-
uted, we mean in terms of control messaging as well as audio. 
Considering only the SIP standard, we propose messages be-
tween Proxy Servers, Clients and Conference Servers to make 
them work together. Though the actual messages structure is 
beyond the scope of this paper, we explain the steps involved 
using ladder diagrams and pseudo-messages blocks. We also 
suggest RTP [22] audio packet format with extended RTP 
header that is used in our conferencing setup. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we 
list the requirements of such a conference facility. In section 3, 
the ITU-T H.323 recommendations that are useful for imple-
menting the conference facility are explained. Section 4 has a 
brief description on SIP and limitations of related conference 
models. In section 5, we detail our proposals along with an ex-
ample. We finally have the conclusion in section 6. 

2.   Context and requirements 
We address the problem of conferencing under the scheme of 

distributed “Controllers” and “Media Servers”. There are two 
parts in a VoIP conferencing software. The front-end consists of 
the “Client” application program that runs on end users’ com-
puters. The back-end is provided by other application (server) 
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programs that facilitate conferencing. The requirement 
specifications that are addressed in this paper are: 
1. Registration: prospective users (Clients) should first “reg-

ister” with a control point (like Registrars) to util-
ize/benefit from the conferencing software.  

2. One-to-One call: a Client should be able to call another 
Client for a one-to-one call. 

3. Conference: an ongoing one-to-one call should be up-
gradeable to a conference by adding a third (and subse-
quently more) participant(s). 

4. Low network traffic: the voice traffic on the network 
should be as low as possible. 

5. Mixing support: in a real-time conference, when more 
than one participant speaks simultaneously, there is a need 
to mix audio streams.  

6. Consistency: each Client should get the same set of audio 
streams for mixing. 

7. Ease of addition/deletion of Clients: it should be simple to 
add/delete a Client to/from an ongoing conference. 

8. Scalability: the architecture should handle a large number 
of Clients dispersed over a wide geographical area.  

Now we take up a brief explanation of the conferencing ar-
chitecture as defined in H.323 as our Conference Server, which 
facilitates the media handling of a VoIP conference, is designed 
on the basis of H.323’s Multipoint Processor. 

3. H.323 for audio conferencing 
The H.323 recommendation [9] is comprehensive, flexible, 

and can be applied to a wide range of applications as it defines 
multimedia communication standards for the IP-based networks. 

The H.323 audio conferencing architecture defines a Multi-
point Control Unit (MCU) and Clients as the key elements. The 
MCU is an endpoint in the network, which provides the capabil-
ity for three or more Clients and Gateways to participate in a 
multipoint conference. The MCU consists of a mandatory Mul-
tipoint Controller (MC) and an optional Multipoint Processor 
(MP). In a decentralized conference, the Clients talk to each 
other on multicast or unicast and the MC does not deal directly 
with the audio streams as the selection of packets and mixing is 
done at each Client. In centralized conferencing, the MP mixes, 
switches, and processes audio packets under the control of the 
MC.

More precisely, the MC performs H.245 [10] multipoint con-
trol functions to support conferences between three or more 
endpoints in a multipoint conference by carrying out the capabil-
ity exchange between endpoints. It sends a capability set to the 
endpoints indicating the operating modes in which they may 
transmit. It may also revise the capability set as a result of Cli-
ents joining or leaving the conference, or for other reasons.  

The MP receives audio streams from the endpoints involved 
in a centralized or hybrid multipoint conference, processes these 
streams and returns them to the endpoints. The MP may process 
a single media stream or multiple media streams depending on 
the type of conference supported. An MP that processes audio 
shall prepare N audio outputs streams from M audio input 
streams by selecting, mixing, or a combination of these.  

The limitation of H.323 is that it does not address the scal-
ability of a conference. The architecture proposes a cascaded 
and daisy chain topology [11] and it can be easily shown that 
this architecture cannot scale for a large conference. 

4.   Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
SIP is a text-based and HTTP-like application-layer control 

protocol that can establish, modify and terminate multimedia 
sessions such as VoIP conferences. The standard defined in 
IETF's RFC 3261 [20] is a major step in defining a VoIP sce-
nario in the existing Internet, along with RTP [22]. 

SIP has only three defined entities: User Agent (UA, front-
end logical entity generating and receiving SIP requests), Proxy 
Server (intermediary entity that acts as both a server and a Client 
for the purpose of making requests on behalf of other Clients, 
playing a major role in routing and policy enforcement) and 
Registrar (accepting REGISTER requests and updating the Lo-
cation Service for the handled domain). The concept of Confer-
ence Server is not included in SIP as UAs are capable of doing 
the work similar to that of an MP in H.323 or a Conference 
Server can be modeled as a UA. SIP does not offer conference 
control services such as floor control or voting but it can be used 
to initiate a session that uses some other conference control 
protocol. 

The core SIP specification supports many models for confer-
encing [21, 26]. In the server-based models, media streams are 
mixed by a server whereas in a server-less conference, the mix-
ing is done at the end systems. We shall now consider a few SIP 
conference models that have been proposed recently [21] along 
with their limitations. We will use Client (a generic term) and 
UA (or User) interchangeably in our discussion. 

In End-System Mixing, one of the UA handles the signaling 
and media mixing and all other users are in a separate SIP call 
with this controlling UA, which sends the mixed audio to them. 
This works for basic conferences and not for a general case with 
a large number of participants. In the Users Joining model, each 
and every user who invites a new user would transmit the pack-
ets that UA receives in the conference, building a growing tree 
structure but leading to non-scalability due to the increased 
number of hops. In Large Scale Multicast Conference, each UA 
sends its packets to the group address and receives packets from 
other UAs on the same address. Assuming that only one partici-
pant speaks in a conference and VAD [18] techniques are de-
ployed, this model looks more scalable and easy to implement. 
The limitations are (i) periodicity of RTCP reports, (ii) security 
and multicast capabilities of the existing network (especially 
WANs [21]). 

Now considering server-based models, Dial-In Conference 
Server is similar to conference bridges of the traditional PSTN 
systems. This is the same as the centralized conference model in 
[26]. The server gets all the streams, mixes them and sends a 
single mixed stream back to all UAs. As we can see, this model 
is not scalable as it is limited by the processing power of the 
server and bandwidth of the network. We do not dwell into Ad-
hoc Centralized Conferences and Dial-Out Conference Servers,
as the mechanisms are similar.  

Centralized Signaling and Distributed Media: This model 
has a central controller as in Dial-In and Dial-Out conferences. 
But the media is distributed using multicast or multi-unicast (a 
full mesh architecture as in [26]). Thus for the media, the scal-
ability problems as in the above models persist. The advantage 
of this model is that the conference control can be a third party 
solution such as CCCP [5] or SCCP [2].  
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5.   Our approach 
We try to have the benefits of many of the above models by 

proposing to have a distributed control through Proxy Servers. 
We assume that a large conference involves many users situated 
in several domains, which are interconnected by a WAN such as 
the Internet. Looking into these domains in more detail, we dis-
tinguish the following conference-related components: (i) an 
arbitrary number of Clients (UAs), (ii) a SIP Proxy Server cou-
pled with a SIP Registrar Server and (iii) a Conference Server. 

5.1.   Proxy Server (PS) 

In each domain, only one SIP PS is present, coupled with a 
regular Registrar Server. They can also be two different func-
tional physical entities without altering the scheme in our sys-
tem. All Clients are connected only to their domain PS or Redi-
rect Server if it is in a different domain. 

In addition to its primary role as a means to route requests 
and responses closer to their final destination, the PS will be 
able to send triggered INFORM request messages when neces-
sary (see below). Furthermore, it is assumed that all the PSs are 
stateful, i.e., they remember the state of all calls/conferences 
under way between one or many Clients in their domain. Thus 
they will be able to provide the Conference Servers with perti-
nent information about the sessions. The other part of the entity, 
namely the Registrar Server, accepts REGISTER requests origi-
nating from local Clients and updates the domain Location Ser-
vice. 

Looking at the internal contents of a PS (see Fig. 1), we first 
note that many interfaces are devoted to communication pur-
poses, either with the Clients inside the given domain, or with 
other PSs in other domains, and finally with the local CS(s). 

�

Fig. 1. Internal components of a Proxy Server 

Objects regarding the calls or conferences currently under 
way to/from the domain are stored in the PS so that it has com-
plete information about them (making it stateful). We look at the 
contents of a Conference Object in Fig. 2: besides the Call-ID of 
the conference, this object contains other relevant conference-
level information (some are not shown here) such as a list of all 
the Clients taking part in this conference, irrespective of their 
local or remote location. This list is necessary in case an UA 
requests a list of the involved parties. A list of the implicated 
PSs from other domains is also available, which is useful when 
routing SIP messages across the network. The CS operating in 
this particular domain is stored (and possibly other CSs if the 
number of active UAs requires it to ease the load on one CS and 
to serve many Clients and conferences).  

Fig. 2. Detail of a Conference Object contained in a PS

5.2.   Conference Server (CS) 

A Conference Server (CS) has the function of supporting the 
conference (and not point-to-point calls) by handling its audio 
part, comparable to SipConf in [26]. A CS takes the commands 
from a PS to which it is attached, similar to Selectors of [16]. A 
functional diagram of a CS is given in Fig. 3a. A CS may be 
serving many conferences and Clients at an instant of time and 
many CSs are allowed to exist in a domain. 

In the Conference Server, the information about all the CSs 
involved in the conference is available in a Conference Object 
(Fig. 3b), along with a flag indicating if the multicast option is 
enabled or not on that server so that CS-to-CS communication 
can be on multicast if enabled, otherwise on unicast. This cir-
cumvents the usual limitation, the lack of multicast capability in 
a WAN. When a conference is between many Clients in differ-
ent domains, many PSs will be involved for that particular con-
ference. The conference state is distributed along with status and 
other information. We use distributed call state SIP extension 
for the purpose as in [14]. When we use Silence Suppressions, 
the packets in a WAN would be not more than one in most cases 
but, even otherwise, the selection limits it to at most N. Thus the 
architecture we have proposed here would fit in any scenario 
and can handle all types of conferences mentioned in section 4. 

The role of a CS is to pick N Clients out of M that are in the 
conference, based on some criterion (e.g. the Loudness Number 
(LN) [17] of each UA or any other Floor Control methodology). 
These N (usually three) UAs along with their ID form the set S
whose audio packets are to be sent to other CSs handling the 
same conference. Similarly, for each time slot (packet time), a 
subset F (which cardinality |F| is fixed to be three [19]) of Cli-
ents is selected from the pool of packets from all other CSs and 
the N selected from the local Clients. The packets in F are re-
ceived by the Clients from their respective CS, mixed and 
played out. As CSs are sending the IDs of those N packets, it is 
easy for the Clients to mix them according to the weights set by 
the user through a GUI for each of the Clients. This will enhance 
the quality of the conference as each user can adjust the volume 
of the speaker to whom he likes to listen. But as the CS sends 
the subset F to its Clients, some of them may get their own 
packets back. So while mixing, the weight for the “self” can be 
set to a very minimal value by the user so that the echo of his 
own voice is not heard. This also has the advantage that the user 
knows that his voice packets are selected and heard by all with-
out affecting the quality of the mixed speech at his terminal. 
Some more facilities can be easily added here: one of the Clients 
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can be the moderator and is given priority. We can also give him 
the responsibility for allowing one of the Clients to be in the 
subset F. Thus selection of N-1 Clients is needed in this case. 

As each CS from a domain will be sending only N out of M 
packets to the other CSs (M >> N), the bandwidth used by the 
application over a WAN is bounded above. Each CS will have 
to handle only N*(P-1) packets (where P is the number of CSs) 
from other CSs and not M*(P-1). This saves bandwidth and 
computation at each CS, and leads to a scalable architecture with 
multiple CSs. Normally, multicasting is allowed inside a LAN, 
and therefore CS can send multicast packets to its Clients, thus 
conserving the bandwidth. As the CS chooses the N best Clients 
out of all the Clients assigned to it in the domain, addition of 
new Clients to the existing conference will not cause any scal-
ability problem. Furthermore, the audio stream between two 
Clients will go through at most two CSs in the conference thus 
fixing maximum of two levels, thus reducing total delay. 

Thanks to the use of the LN, the new implementation of the 
conference facility is close to a real-life face-to-face conference 
wherein participants try to get (cut) into the conference by force. 

5.3.   An Example 

Now we will introduce a real example to show the capabili-
ties of the proposed architecture. We will assume that we have 
two domains, namely mydomain.com and remotedo-
main.com that are interconnected via the Internet. Both these 
domains have a PS (coupled with a Registrar Server) as well as 
one CS. Furthermore, there are two potential SIP UAs in mydo-
main.com, i.e., Alice and Bob, and one in remotedo-
main.com, Ted as shown on Fig. 4. 

As seen before, information about the conference resides in 
the UAs, the PSs and the CSs. All the information regarding the 
sessions is passed between UAs via the PSs thanks to the SIP 
Record-Route option. The PSs can take advantage of this com-
munication flow to learn about the session and they can also 
make use of it to pass information to the recipient by using the 
attribute line of the SDP [6] payloads. However, SIP as defined 
in [20] does not provide any request method for communication 
between the PS themselves or between the PS and the CS. To 

maintain the SIP philosophy in all communication flows in our 
conferencing environment, a new request type called INFORM 
has been created in order for those entities to communicate. This 
new INFORM request is an ordinary SIP packet that includes a 
message body containing a SDP message where some line de-
scriptions contain relevant data for the receiving party. 
The INFORM requests can be used in different ways: 
•= A PS in domain d can send it to another PS in another do-

main d’ to provide it with enough information so that the 
PS at d’ has a complete knowledge of the conference (the 
list of Clients involved irrespective of their location, which 
are the PS and CS responsible for which of the UAs). For 
example, when a UA in d joins the conference and the PS 
at d’ has to be made aware of this, the following session at-
tribute line is added to the session-level description of the 
SDP payload contained in the SIP packet:
a=remote_client_joined:<Client IP address>
<Handling PS> <Handling CS>

•= A PS in domain d will use those INFORM requests to pro-
vide its CS with relevant information update. Using the 
same mechanism explained above, a PS may send an 
INFORM request with a SDP payload of the form: 
a=local_client_joined:<Client IP address>
a=remote_cs_joined:<domain> <Handling CS>

Similar mechanisms are used when the data about an UA is 
modified or when it leaves the conference. 

We will now have a look at some interesting phases in the 
conference. We assume that all possible UAs have registered 
themselves to their local Registrar Server using the REGISTER 
method so that the Location Service is properly updated. We 
also assume that all control messages are sent on a different port 
and may use TCP or UDP (the latter with a timeout).  

An interesting step ensues when one of the UA wishes to 
start the conference. Let us assume that Bob wishes to include 
Alice (situated in the same domain) in the conference. The flow 
of messages between Bob and Alice via their PS is a normal 
session set-up as described in [20]. However, when the 
“INVITE Alice” request message goes through the PS, the latter 
adds an attribute line in the SDP description payload of the mes-
sage to inform Alice of the address of her local handling CS: 
a=use_local_cs:conference_server.mydomain.com

Likewise, when the “200 OK” response comes back from Al-
ice to Bob, the PS adds a similar line so that Bob is also in-
formed.

Fig. 3. Conference Server: (a) a schematic diagram 
and (b) an instance of a Conference Object 

Fig. 4. Overview of the example scenario 
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So far, it was possible to use the possibilities offered by SIP 
and SDP to convey relevant information to the parties, but we 
see that we also have to inform the local CS that two UAs have 
joined after the ACK request is issued by Bob. The sending of 
an INFORM message from the PS to the CS is thus necessary: 
INFORM sip:cs.mydomain.com
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP ps.mydomain.com:5060;

branch=4jfdfg
Max-Forwards: 70
To: <sip:cs.mydomain.com>
From: <sip:ps.mydomain.com>;tag=122678
Call-ID: 265487@mydomain.com
CSeq: 265 INFORM
Contact: <sip:ps.mydomain.com>
Content-Length: 223

v=0
o=bob 20021111142655 20021111142655 IN IP4
144.16.68.26

s=Audio Conference
c=IN IP4 230.230.230.60/127
t=2873397496 0
a=local_client_joined:144.16.68.26
a=local_client_joined:144.16.68.52
m=audio 8050 RTP/AVP 0

The last two lines indicate that two local UAs (with their IP 
address) have joined the described conference. Now, as both 
UAs know what CS to use and that the CS knows which UAs it 
has to handle, the conference can take place. 

Fig. 5. Message flow for the invitation of a remote UA 

The next motivating step happens when one of the Clients in 
mydomain.com (Bob) wishes to include a Client from another 
domain (Ted). The message exchange is depicted in Fig. 5. In 
message F4, the PS in remotedomain.com informs Ted 
about his handling CS using the mechanism explained above. 
When the “200 OK” response comes back from the PS in re-
motedomain.com to the PS in mydomain.com (message 
F5), an attribute line in the SDP payload is added so that it can 
convey the address of the handling CS used at remotedo-
main.com:

a=use_remote_cs:conference_server.remotedomain.
com

This information will be useful when the PS at mydo-
main.com will inform the local CS about that other PS (mes-
sage F6 shown below in the box with relevant fields only). 
INFORM sip:cs.mydomain.com
To: <sip:cs.mydomain.com>
From: <sip:ps.mydomain.com>

…
a=remote_cs_joined: remotedomain.com
cs.remotedomain.com

Then, as the PS at remotedomain.com was previously 
not included in the conference, the PS at mydomain.com must 
provide it with some information, in particular about the Clients 
already included in the conference (F7 partially shown below): 
INFORM sip:ps.remotedomain.com
To: <sip:ps.remotedomain.com>
From: <sip:ps.mydomain.com>
…
a=remote_client_joined:144.16.68.26
ps.mydomain.com cs.mydomain.com

a=remote_client_joined:144.16.68.52
ps.mydomain.com cs.mydomain.com

The PS at remotedomain.com is now aware of the com-
plete picture of the conference, but it has to provide its CS with 
some information about it (F8 is shown in the box below): 
INFORM sip:cs.remotedomain.com
To: <sip:cs.remotedomain.com>
From: <sip:ps.remotedomain.com>

…
a=local_client_joined:203.200.20.95
a=remote_cs_joined:mydomain.com ps.mydomain.com

Now all the relevant entities have been provided with the 
necessary information to make the conference take place be-
tween those three parties. Subsequently, whenever a new Client 
joins the conference, the new PS (if so) would get all the rele-
vant information from the PS that contacts it. All other PSs that 
are supporting this conference would also be informed by this 
PS about the new transaction thanks to Conference Objects. 

5.4.   Audio Data RTP Format 

In our case, RTP payload requires some additional header in-
formation to be carried in addition to that included in the fixed 
RTP packet header. The recommended way of conveying this 
information is in the payload section of the packet [7]. The RTP 
header extension should not be used to convey payload-specific 
information [22] since this is inefficient in its use of bandwidth. 
It requires the definition of a new RTP profile or profile exten-
sion and makes it difficult to employ FEC schemes such as [15]. 

We shall briefly consider the format of the packets, which 
flow from a UA to the CS and CS to its UAs. The format is 
given in Fig. 6 and it is an extension of RTP [22]. We have pro-
posed a few extra fields to support new facilities that are ac-
commodated in the payload section of the existing RTP packet 
format. The packets from the UAs have all the usual RTP fields 
plus a field for Floor Control Token or maybe Loudness Num-
ber. That information forms the extra header (Fig. 6). But the 
packets from CS to other CS and UAs have sets of Contributing 
Source ID, Loudness Number and the Audio Data selected. In 
the example we have assumed that all UAs are using the same 
payload type. 
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We may accommodate different payload types by splitting 
the Floor Control Token field into two for specifying the packet 
type that fixes the size of the audio part of the packet (not 
shown). An example of a packet from a CS to its Clients with 
N=2 is shown in Fig. 6 where the packetization is done for every 
40ms. Depending on whether 8 or 16-bit PCM encoding is used, 
the data length is 320 or 640 bytes respectively. 

6.   Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a distributed architecture 

with respect to conference control as well as audio data. We 
have provided a thorough discussion on the PS and proposed the 
CS and its usefulness in supporting a conference using the SIP 
standard. The PS and CS are completely distributed therefore 
the architecture is highly scalable without assuming the avail-
ability of multicast support. We have used a conjecture [19] that 
fixes the number of Clients that are selected in a conference for 
playing out at each Client. The Clients are fully SIP-compatible 
and a point-to-point call can be just direct and even without 
going through PSs if necessary. The messaging between PS and 
CS is also SIP-compatible and uses only an extended SIP mes-
saging. Moreover this allows the corporate sites to use their own 
third party CS and other facilities available for conferencing 
support that is SIP-compatible. The typical RTCP SDES mes-
sages, which use appreciable amount of bandwidth can be com-
pletely avoided, as the information about the participants is 
stored in PSs and can be retrieved when required. CSs may act 
as translators and/or mixers as defined by the RTP [22] standard.  

The Clients can use any coding format that is feasible as 
code translation is done at the CS if required. The selection of 
|F| Clients globally out of a large number of participants reduces 
the load on CS when it translates the audio from a Client to an-
other format as at most |F| translations are needed. The security 
aspects can be taken care of as well because all the audio pack-
ets have to go through the CSs and required encryption can be 
done. Furthermore, allowing only a CS to cross the network 
boundary can easily accomplish tunneling through a Firewall 
without compromising the security of the network. 

An implementation of the CS on a test bed is fully functional 
and is working satisfactorily and mimics a natural face-to-face 
conference. A CS implemented on Intel Pentium-4 1.4 GHz 
computers running Windows NT can support up to 200 Clients. 
Our experience with the selection algorithm, the network archi-
tecture and protocol between PS and CS is highly motivating for 
further tests and deployment. 
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Fig. 6. RTP Packet Structure 
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